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Osthoff’s Law and the Rise of the Strong I-III Preterite
Plural Formations in Proto-Germanic

Toshiya Tanaka

　

1.   The historical nature of the PGmc. strong class I-III preterite formations (sg. *CaiC-, *CauC-, or 

*CaRC-; pl. *CiC-, *CuC-, or *CuRC-) seems far more straightforward than that of the other strong 

preterite morphologies, for it appears feasible to interpret them as simply refl ecting PIE perfects.1  The 

following chart, recently offered by Ringe (2006: 185), also illustrates how representative examples of 

the strong I-III preterite can be derived from the corresponding perfect forms:

(1)              post-PIE perfects                                                                PGmc. preterites

ind. sg. stem　　  default stem 　　　　　　　        ind. sg. stem 　　　　default stem

*bhe-bhó̯id- 　〜 　*bhe-bhid-'　       ‘have split’　　     *bait- 　         〜 　      *bit- 　　       ‘bit’

*ĝe-ĝó̯us- 　 〜 　*ĝe-ĝus-'　        ‘have tasted’           *kaus- 　         〜 　      *kuz-              ‘chose’

*bhe-bhóndh- 　〜 　*bhe-bhn̥dh-'         ‘have tied’              *band-　         〜 　      *bund-           ‘tied’

*u̯e-u̯órt- 　 〜 　*u̯e-u̯ r̥t-' 　       ‘have turned’         *warþ-　         〜 　      *wurd-           ‘became’

As for the issue of how the PGmc. preterites without reduplication have developed from the originally 

reduplicating perfect formations, Ringe (ibid.) submits that “the reduplicating syllable has simply been 

dropped.”

Traditional Gmc. linguistics would often take ‘haplology’ (= ‘fusion of two similar syllables into one, 

as in interpretive for interpretative’; Prokosch 1939: 161) to be responsible for the removal of the redu-

plicative syllable *Ce- from the antiquated perfect construction. Regarding the same problem, Jasanoff 

(2007: 243) has lately made the following statement:

Sometime before the breakup of Proto-Germanic, the majority of strong preterites gave up their 

reduplication. Like all such changes, the process must have been gradual and accompanied by 

considerable sociolinguistic variation. The loss of reduplication may have begun in forms with 

multiple preverbs, as in Old Irish; or it may simply have been an effect of fast speech. But wher-

ever and however it began, the passage of time would have favored the dereduplicated variants, 

which tended to become more frequent and, other things being equal, to replace the longer 

forms. The qualifi cation of “other things being equal,” however, is important. In verbs where 

the vocalism of the present contrasted with that of the preterite — in effect, in the standard six 

classes of strong verbs — the loss of reduplication was complete.

Although these views about loss of reduplication are not congruous with each other in every detail, 
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it may be pointed out that they are identical in one respect: they all assume that the previously extant 

reduplicating syllable *Ce- disappeared spontaneously, not on the strength of any specific external 

factors. We may therefore label this type of understanding of the absence of reduplication in PGmc. 

I-VI strong preterites a theory of spontaneous loss of reduplication.2 

In contrast to the spontaneous loss interpretation, a different assumption has long been available 

in our research fi eld, which may be tagged a theory of morphological confl ation. This theory regards 

the riddance of reduplication as having been triggered by morphological merger of a reduplicating 

perfect with an athematic root aorist, unreduplicated; cf. Hirt (1932: 152f.), Prokosch (1939: 164), 

Bammesberger (1986: 48f.),3 and others. A PGmc. strong II verb *kius-i-/keus-a- 4 ‘choose’ (pret. sg. 

*kaus-, pl. *kuz-; see (1) above), for example, goes back to an aoristic PIE verbal root *ĝeu̯s- ‘taste’. 

Because of its aoristic characteristics, the relevant radix was capable of constructing both a stative 

perfect *ĝe-ĝ ó̯us-/*ĝe-ĝus-́  ‘like, enjoy’ (cf. a Ved. perfect ju-jóṣ-a ‘enjoys, takes a liking to’) and an 

athematic root aorist *ĝéu̯s-/ĝus-́ ‘tasted’ (cf. a Ved. aorist middle participle juṣ -āna- ‘enjoying’); see 

Kümmel (1996: 46; 2000: 200ff.) in addition to LIV (2001: 166f.). The PGmc. preterite singular *kaus- 

is a refl ex of a PIE perfect singular *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-, the original reduplication having been removed after the 

shape of the root aorist formation with no reduplication *ĝéu̯s-, whilst the preterite plural *kuz- is an 

inheritance not so much from a perfect *ĝe-ĝus-́ as from a root aorist *ĝus-́.

Whichever approach of these two theories is adopted, there remains one nontrivial problem: Why 

does the 3 pl. strong preterite form not show the ending *-ur < *-r̥s but *-un < *-n̥t (cf. Meillet 1970: 

76)? Insomuch as one adheres to a theory of spontaneous loss, this problem continues to be an 

enigma, since there should be no motivation for the original 3 pl. perfect to replace its ending *-r̥s 

with the secondary type *-n̥ t in the process of simply getting rid of its reduplication. The hypothesis 

of morphological confl ation so far advocated, on the other hand, aimed to give a historical account 

of this mystery: The secondary ending *-un < *-n̥t is traced back to that of the athematic root aorist 

formation. Yet this explanation is incomplete, because a 3 pl. root aorist *ĝus-ént ‘they tasted’ would 

not have developed into *kuz-un ‘they chose’ but into **kuz-in, if only regular phonological changes 

are taken into consideration.

Attribution of a PGmc. strong preterite formation to morphological amalgamation of a perfect 

with an athematic root aorist from one and the same verbal root will, in my eyes, create another 

problem. Given that an aoristic root tended to form an athematic root aorist and a (stative) perfect,5  

whereas a presential radix was likely to construct an athematic or thematic root present as well as its 

corresponding imperfect (praesens tantum) in the proto-language, it will follow that only the originally 

aoristic verbs were directly involved in giving rise to the strong preterite system in Proto-Germanic. 

What, then, happened to the presential verbs before the relevant system was completed? Two 

conceivable perspectives seem available in order to give an account of this point. One is to suppose 

that those previously presential roots became able to create a new reduplicating perfect and athematic 

root aorist at some stage of (pre-)Proto-Germanic, after which their morphological fusion was brought 

into practice, as was the confl ation of the two formations from aoristic radices (Scenario 1):

2
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(2) Scenario 1

PIE              perf. *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-e   (pres. *réu̯dH-ti)     (pres. *skéu̯d-e-ti)

                 aor.  *ĝéu̯s-t      imperf. *réu̯dH-t 6    imperf. *skéu̯d-e-t 7

post-PIE                                                       perf. *re-róu̯dH-e                  perf. *ske-skóu̯d-e

                                                               aor. *réu̯dH-t                       aor. *skéu̯d-t

pre-PGmc.       morph. confl ation morph. confl ation   morph. confl ation

PGmc. Str. II     *kaus-/kuz- ‘chose’ *raut-/rut- ‘lamented’8  *skaut-/skut- ‘shot’9 

The other is to presume that morphological admixture first transpired among those verbs that 

possessed both a reduplicating perfect and an athematic root aorist construction, giving birth to a 

signifi cant number of strong preterites; thereafter, the erstwhile presential verbs, exempt from the 

operation of morphological amalgamation, altered their preterite (that is, imperfect) confi gurations so 

that they may fi t the newly emerging strong preterite shape (Scenario 2):

(3) Scenario 2

PIE              perf. *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-e       (pres. *réu̯dH-ti)     (pres. *skéu̯d-e-ti)

                     aor. *ĝéu̯s-t           imperf. *réu̯dH-t     imperf. *skéu̯d-e-t

pre-PGmc.             morph. confl ation

earlier PGmc.     Str. II *kaus-/kuz- ‘chose’

later PGmc.                                           Str. II *raut-/rut- ‘lamented’   *skaut-/skut- ‘shot’

                                                                           (on the analogy of *kaus-/kuz- ‘chose’ and other

                                                                             Str. II verbs from quondam aoristic verbal roots)

Scenario 1 looks unrealistic, for there seems to be no incentive at all for the original imperfect 

to transform itself into two distinct preterital forms, i.e. a reduplicating (resultative) perfect and an 

athematic root aorist, as portrayed in (2) above. A post-PIE or pre-PGmc. stage is best identifi ed as 

having preserved the parental distinction in verbal aspect between imperfective (imperfect) and 

perfective (aorist). Therefore, it is an especially questionable move to posit creation of a new athematic 

root aorist from an earlier presential verbal radix.10  Albeit it is not impossible to surmise that a pre-

PGmc. stage saw new emergence of a reduplicating resultative perfect even from a presential verbal 

root, this prospect remains uncertain, given that no other IE branch shows any corresponding perfect 

(for *skéu̯d-, see LIV 2001: 560). 

Doubt may also be thrown on Scenario 2 as schematized in (3) above. If it is true that strong I-III 

preterites were fi rst (say, at an earlier PGmc. stage) invented via morphological fusion of a reduplicating 

perfect with an athematic root aorist from an aoristic verbal radical such as *ĝéu̯s-, we may wonder 

what type of preterite formation resided at that time with those verbs stemming from older presential 

verbal roots. As the chart (3) itself suggests, it may have been an athematic or thematic imperfect 

construction, such as *reuta (< *réu̯dH-t ) or *skiut-i (< *skéu̯d-e-t):

3
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(4) Supposed Earlier PGmc. Preterite Forms Descended from PIE Presential Radices

According to the theoretical model under discussion, the preterite paradigms presented in (4) would 

have been ousted completely from the verbal system for some reasons and have grown into the strong 

II preterite paradigms by analogy with the already extant *kaus-/kuz- type of verbs, emanating from 

PIE aoristic radices:

(5) Supposed Later PGmc. Analogical Changes

Now it seems legitimate to ask whether or not a morphological confl ation theory is bound to presup-

pose that only aoristic verbs provided the basis of the relevant strong preterite conjugations, the 

morphological moulds of which were taken over at a later stage by all those strong verbs arising from 

presential roots. Unless there is any substantial evidence for the presumed large-scale morphologi-

cal change of an imperfect into a perfect-aorist paradigm as illustrated in (5), a different nature of 

morphological fusion theory may be sought for, where both aoristic and presential verbs would have 

directly been engaged in the genesis of the strong preterite paradigms in question.

The aim of this article is twofold. One is to propose a new historical account of how the PGmc. 

strong I-III preterites acquired the *-un < *-n̥t as their 3 pl. ending. The other is to offer a new 

viewpoint, according to which the majority of those verbs comprising the PGmc. strong I-III classes 

directly took part in the morphological confl ation process that produced their characteristic strong 

preterite formations. In so doing, it will be seen that essentially the same approach as that proposed in 

Tanaka (2009b) can be taken in order to elucidate how the strong I-III preterite paradigms arose in the 

PGmc. verbal system. It will also be demonstrated that Osthoff’s Law played a vital role in determining 

the strong I-III preterite morphological shapes, whose non-singular formations, refl ecting zero-grade 

roots, depart markedly from those of strong IV and V verbs, showing a lengthened-grade radical vowel 

*-ē 1- (or *-œ̅ -).

4

             *reut(a)- ‘lamented’                             *skiut-i-/skeut-a- ‘shot’

      　   sg.  1  *reut-u-n (< *réu̯dH-m̥ )          *skeut-a-n (< *skéu̯d-o-m)

            　　2  *reuta-z 11 (< *réu̯dH-s)          *skiut-iz (< *skéu̯d-e-s)

            　　3  *reuta (< *ré̯udH-t)                *skiut-i (< *skéu̯d-e-t)

        　 Pl.   1  *ruta-m (< *rudH-mé)            *skeut-a-m (< *ské̯ud-o-me)

            　　2  *ruta-đ (< *rudH-té)               *skiut-i-đ (< *skéu̯d-e-te)

            　　3  *rut-in (< *rudH-ént)              *skeut-a-n (< *skéu̯d-o-nt)

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

             *reut(a)- ‘lamented’    *skiut-i-/skeut-a- ‘shot’                cf.*kaus-/kuz- ‘chose’

      　     sg.  1  *reut-u-n             *raut   *skeut-a-n  *skaut               *kaus

                2  *reuta-z             *raus-t  *skiut-iz  *skaus-t            *kaus-t

                      3  *reuta               *raut   *skiut-i    *skaut               *kaus

               Pl.  1  *ruta-m              *rut-um *skeut-a-m *skut-um          *kuz-um

                     2  *ruta-đ               *rut-uđ     *skiut-i-đ  *skut-uđ            *kuz-uđ

                3  *rut-in                *rut-un  *skeut-a-n *skut-un            *kuz-un
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2.   A typical disparity between the PIE and the PGmc verbal system lies in the presence or absence 

of morphologized aspectual distinction. The PIE system distinguishes two aspectually different verbal 

conjugations with preterite tense: the imperfect (imperfective or durative aspect) and the aorist (per-

fective or momentary aspect). In the PGmc. grammar, on the other hand, there is no conjugational 

difference in aspect but only in tense (and diathesis). Soon after the Gmc. branch split off from the 

parent language, three preterite conjugations must have coexisted in the verbal system: the imperfect, 

the aorist and the resultative perfect. Given that “the perfect indicative and aorist indicative became 

isofunctional in pre-PGmc., thereafter the perfect having ‘won out’ completely,”12 the (resultative) 

perfect and the imperfect must have stayed alive in the system, just before their aspectual contrast 

(i.e. perfective vs. imperfective) was cancelled. I believe that the relevant cancellation was realized by 

way of their morphological confl ation.13 Fusion of a perfect like *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-e (> *ke-kaus) ‘chose’ with an 

amphikinetic imperfect like *réu̯dH-t (> *reuta) ‘was lamenting’ can be taken to have proceeded in the 

following fashion, which yielded the immediate basis of the PGmc. strong II preterite formations:

(6)14 Morphological Amalgamation of a Resultative Perfect with an Amphikinetic Imperfect

                perf.                            str. II pret.                       imperf.                        str. II pret.

                ‘chose’              ‘chose,                              ‘was/were          ‘lamented,

                                              was/were choosing’             lamenting’           was/were lamenting’

sg.  1  *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-h2a          *ĝóu̯s-h2a                       *réu̯dH-m        *róu̯dH-h2a

      2  *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-th2a         *ĝóu̯s-th2a                      *réu̯dH-s         *róu̯dH-th2a

      3  *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-e            *ĝóu̯s-e                          *réu̯dH-t         *róu̯dH-e

pl.  1  *ĝe-ĝus-mé           *ĝus-mé                         *rudH-mé (continuing into PGmc. *rut-um)

      2  *ĝe-ĝus-té            *ĝus-té                          *rudH-té (continuing into PGmc. *rut-uđ)

      3  *ĝe-ĝus- ŕ̥ s            *ĝus- ń̥t                         *rudH-ént        *rudH- ń̥t

It can be observed that, through the proposed morphological confl ation process, the perfect and 

the imperfect mutually affected their verbal configurations, thereby having brought forth some 

conspicuous morphological alterations. In the singular, on the one hand, the perfect gave up its 

inherent reduplication under the infl uence of the imperfect morphology, preceded by no reduplication, 

whereas the ensuing shape with the o-grade radical followed by the perfect endings but without 

any reduplication intruded into the earlier imperfect formations. In the plural, on the other, the 

amphikinetic imperfect morphology with a zero-grade root followed by the imperfect (i.e. secondary) 

endings basically lived on in the resulting strong preterite conjugations,15 with the single exception of 

the 3 pl. desinence having assimilated to the -Ŕ̥T structure (i.e. an accented syllabic sonorant followed 

by an obstruent) of the perfect ending * -ŕ̥ s, namely *-ént → *- ń̥t.16 The 1 and 2 pl. imperfect formations 

*rudH-mé and *rudH-té survived into the PGmc. strong preterite *rut-um and *rut-uđ, respectively,17 

though the PGmc. 1 pl. *-um and 2 pl. *-uđ endings were not a direct phonological refl ex of the pre-

PGmc. *-mé and *-té but a morphological renovation patterned after the 3 pl. *-un (see Tanaka 2009a: 

p.87 fn.127; and the references cited there).

In the case of the genesis of the present tense formation of a preterite-present verb, Tanaka (2009a: 

Chapter 4) submits that a PIE or pre-PGmc. athematic root present middle (e.g.*dhugh-(t)ó̯i ‘avails, is 

5

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 
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useful (for himself)’)18 or a reduplicating perfect middle (e.g. *He-Hik̂ -(t)ó̯i ‘rules over or possesses 

(for himself)’) morphologically merged with a reduplicating perfect active (e.g. *dhe-dhóu̯gh-e ‘avails, is 

useful’ and *He-Hó̯i k̂ -e ‘rules over or possesses’). This implies that two distinctive verbal formations 

with analogous meanings (i.e. present stative signifi cations) derived from one and the same verbal 

root were confl ated to produce a PGmc. present tense morphology of a preterite-present verb (e.g. 

*đaug̲ - ‘suffice(s), avail(s)’ and *aiχ/g̲- ‘possess(es), own(s)’). In contrast to the cases of preterite-

present verbs, I conjecture that strong preterite formations were brought into being by fusing a 

reduplicating perfect from one radix together with an imperfect from another in the way described 

in (6) above. This difference in point of departure of the respective verbal forms will explain the 

discrepancy in productivity between the preterite-present and the strong preterite: the number of 

the preterite-present verbs are so restricted that no more than 14 or 15 examples are attested in the 

documented ancient Gmc. dialects (cf. Tanaka 2009a: Chapter 4, esp. p.88 fn.130), whilst the strong 

preterite formations comprise an open class. Provided that the number of aoristic verbal roots was as 

great as that of presential radices, an endless number of strong preterites could, at least theoretically, 

be produced by the procedure of a resultative perfect and an imperfect morphology affecting each 

other, with the result that they merged into the same new formation (i.e. a strong preterite). As 

for preterite-presents, on the other side, they were created from those verbal roots forming both a 

present stative prefect and an athematic root present middle (or comprising the PIE ‘stative-intransitive 

system’ in Jasanoff’s 2003 framework; see Tanaka 2009a: 82ff.),19  whose number must have obviously 

been confi ned.20

3.   When dealing with the genesis of the PGmc. strong IV and V preterite formations, I suggested 

that an athematic Narten imperfect like *bhḗr-t ‘was carrying’ (3 pl. *bhḗr-n̥t ← *bhér-n̥t) or *nḗs-t ‘was 

coming back’ (3 pl. *nḗs-n̥t ← *nés-n̥t), more archaic than a thematic imperfect like *bhér-e-t (3 pl. 

*bhér-o-nt) or *nés-e-t (3 pl. *nés-o-nt),21 should be concerned in the morphological confl ation process; it 

was amalgamated with a resultative perfect to create idiosyncratic morphological constructions of the 

strong IV or V preterite (Tanaka 2009b: 18):22 

(7) Admixture of a Perfect with a Narten Imperfect: the Rise of the Strong IV and V Preterites

  a.             perf.                        str. IV pret.                         imperf.                      str. IV pret.

             ‘shattered’              ‘shattered,                           ‘was/were                ‘carried,

                                          was/were shattering’             carrying’                  was/were carrying’

3 sg. *de-dór-e  *dór-e                               *bhḗr-t    *bhór-e

3 pl. *de-dr̥- ŕ̥s *dḗr- n̥t                                *bhḗr-n̥t (continuing into PGmc. *bœ̅r-un)

  b.           ‘fell asleep’  ‘fell asleep,                           ‘was/were   ‘came back,

                                          was/were sleeping’                coming back’           was/were coming back’

3 sg. *se-su̯óp-e *su̯óp-e                   *nḗs-t    *nós-e

3 pl. *se-sup-ŕ̥s *su̯ḗp-n̥t                                 *nḗs-n̥t  (continuing into PGmc. *nœ̅s-un)

Besides the type of morphological fusion described in (7) above, another mode of confl ation process 

must also have availed in the language system prior to the PGmc. time, whose structure was identical 

6

→ → 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 

→ 
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with the case of the evolution of the strong I-III preterites, an instance of which was diagrammed in (6) 

above:

(8) Merger of a Perfect with an Amphikinetic Imperfect

  a.           perf.                              str. IV pret.                      imperf.                     str. IV pret.

            ‘shattered’       ‘shattered,                        ‘was/were   ‘shore,

                                                  was/were shattering’      shearing’23               was/were shearing’

3 sg. *de-dór-e                         *dór-e                 *skér-t    *skór-e

3 pl. *de-dr̥- ŕ̥ s                      *dr̥- ń̥ t                  *skr-ént    *skr̥- ń̥t 

  b.           ‘fell asleep’                   ‘fell asleep,                       ‘was/were               ‘collected,

                                                  was/were asleep’            collecting’24               was/were collecting’

3 sg. *se-su̯óp-e          *su̯óp-e            *lés-t    *lós-e

3 pl. *se-sup-ŕ̥ s          *sup- ń̥t          *les-ént    *les- ń̥t

A comparison between the two outcomes (7) and (8) reveals that the singular invariably takes a form 

with the o-grade radix preceded by no reduplication but followed by a perfect ending, whereas the 

plural shows variation. It might be the case that, at an ealier PGmc. stage, two different preterite plural 

forms coexisted side by side, such as the pair of *tœ̅r-un (< *dḗr-n̥t) and *tur-un (< *dr̥-ń̥t) ‘they tore’. 

Nevertheless, this cohabitation would not have lasted for a long time. The most important principle 

that worked in the language system when founding the PGmc. strong preterite system as recon-

structed by the comparative method must have been that there should be an optimal difference in stem 

shape between the present and the preterite formation (cf. Tanaka 2006: 19f.; 2009b: 19). A thematic 

present *ter-i/a- ‘tear’ was better contrasted to a lengthened-grade preterite *tœ̅r- than to a zero-grade 

*tur- ‘tore’; in other word, a quantitative opposition *-ĕ- vs. *-œ̅ - was more prominent than a qualitative 

*-ĕ- vs.*-ŭ-. Hence, *tœ̅r-um/uþ/un was in the fi nal analysis chosen as the strong IV preterite plural 

formation over *tur-um/uđ/un.25  At the same time, the 3 pl. *skur-un (<*skr̥-ń̥t) and *luz-un (< *les-ń̥t)26  

followed the fi xed pattern, thereby having been transformed into *skœ̅r-un ‘they shore, were shearing’ 

and *lœ̅s-un27 ‘they collected, were collecting’, respectively.

In keeping with the discussion on the establishment of the strong IV and V preterite morphologies, 

we should now examine another morphological merger process for engendering the strong I-III 

preterites, apart from (6) above. It is well known that the PIE root *steu̯- ‘praise’ formed an acrostatic 

or Narten present/imperfect *stḗu̯-t(i), *stéu̯-n̥t(i) (cf. Narten 1968; LIV 2001: 601f.). What happened 

if this type of acrostatic present/imperfects persisted into the pre- or earlier PGmc. epoch when the 

morphological mixture under discussion was put in practice?

It is possible to construe the PIE root *h2seu̯t- ‘boil’ as having built an acrostatic present/imperfect, 

for a cognate Lith. present siáutu ‘assaults, rages’ (inf. siáutėti; cf. OLith. siausti) points to the acute 

accent placed on the ē-grade radix (see LIV 2001: 285).28 If this is the case, the relevant PIE present-

imperfect paradigm must have been shaped like *h2sḗu̯t-m(i)/s(i)/t(i) (sg.) and *h2séu̯t-me(s)/te(s)/n̥t(i) 

(pl.). As discussed in Tanaka (2009b: 16), the original acrostatic ablaut *-ḗu̯- (strong stem) vs. *-éu̯- (weak 

stem) would have been generalized into the strong, lengthened-grade counterpart by the pre-PGmc. 

period, hence the imperfect *h2sḗu̯t-m̥/s/t, *h2sḗu̯t-me/te/n̥t having been obtainable in the pre-PGmc. 

7
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→ 

→ 
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→ 
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→ 
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lexis. Given these circumstances, the following fashion of morphological fusion can be thought of as 

having turned out strong preterite formations whose plural constituents notably departed from those 

presented in (6) above: 

(9)  Morphological Amalgamation of a Resultative Perfect with a Narten Imperfect

                perf.                            str. II pret.                       imperf.                        str. II pret.

                ‘chose’            ‘chose’                              ‘was/were        ‘boiled,

                                              was/were choosing’             boiling’                was/were boiling’

sg.  1 *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-h2a          *ĝóu̯s-h2a        *h2sḗu̯t-m̥ *h2sóu̯t-h2a

       2 *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-th2a                  *ĝóu̯s-th2a        *h2sḗu̯t-s   *h2sóu̯t -s-th2a

       3 *ĝe-ĝóu̯s-e                       *ĝóu̯s-e              *h2sḗu̯t -s-t  *h2sóu̯t-e

pl.   1 *ĝe-ĝus-mé                      *ĝḗu̯s-me          *h2sḗu̯t-me    (no morphological change)

       2 *ĝe-ĝus-té                        *ĝḗu̯s-te             *h2sḗu̯t -s-te     (no morphological change)

       3 *ĝe-ĝus-ŕ̥ s                     *ĝḗu̯s-n̥t              *h2sḗu̯t-n̥t      (no morphological change)

The two distinct merger processes delineated in (6) and (9) would have brought into being two dis-

crete plural strong preterite formations such as *ĝus- ń̥t and *ĝḗu̯s-n̥ t ‘they chose, were choosing’.29  

In the course of time, one of these twins ought to have been done away with in the strong preterite 

paradigm, when the same morphological principle must have been put to use that had facilitated set-

ting up *tœ̅r-un as the 3 pl. strong IV preterite ‘they tore, were tearing’ in preference to *tur-un; that is, 

it must have been crucial when screening out one over the other whether *ĝus- ń̥t or *ĝḗu̯s-n̥t was able 

to make an optimal difference in stem shape from the parallel thematic present *ĝéu̯s-onti ‘they choose, 

are choosing’. The zero-grade preterite stem *ĝus-́ > *kuz- would have yielded a palpable opposition to 

the thematic present stem *ĝéu̯s-o- > *keus-a-, i.e. pres. pl. *-eu- vs. pret. pl. *-u-. The lengthened-grade 

counterpart *ĝḗu̯s, on the other hand, would not have brought about such a contrast, since *ĝḗu̯s- would 

have grown into *ĝéu̯s- by Osthoff’s Law (i.e. -V:RT > -VRT = shortening of a long vowel before the 

cluster of a non-syllabic sonorant and an obstruent),30 and therefore there would have been no differ-

ence in stem vocalism at all between the strong preterite *ĝéu̯s-n̥t > *keus-un and the thematic present 

*ĝéu̯s-onti > *keus-anđ. This condition must have allowed the zero-grade *ĝus- ń̥t> *kuz-un to have lasted 

out into the later PGmc. period, having ousted the previously lengthened-grade *ĝḗu̯s- n̥t > *ĝéu̯s- n̥t > *keus-

un from the strong II preterite paradigm. In accordance with this pattern, the formerly acrostatic imperfect 

*h2sḗu̯t-n̥t ‘they were boiling’ (> *h2séu̯t-n̥t via Osthoff’s Law) would have been altered into a zero-grade 

shape *h2sut- ń̥t> *suđ-un ‘they boiled, were boiling’ (cf. 3 pl. thematic present *h2séu̯t-onti > *seuþ-anđ ‘they 

boil, are boiling’). 31 

Following in the footsteps of Tanaka’s (2009b) approach to the origin and development of the 

PGmc. strong IV and V preterite formations, this section has proposed that the strong I-III preterite 

formations, comprised of the singular *C1aiC2-, *C1auC2-, or *C1aRC2- (with no effect of Verner’s Law 

on C2 even if C2 was a post-Grimm voiceless fricative) and the plural *C1iC2-, *C1uC2-, or *C1uRC2- (with 

C2 being voiced by Verner’s Law in case C2 was a post-Grimm voiceless fricative), are to be explained 

in terms of exactly the same type of morphological confl ation procedure and the same principle of 

maximum morphological divergence of the preterite from the present form that have been adopted 
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to give a historical account of the strong IV and V preterite morphologies. In a signifi cant departure 

from the strong IV and V preterites, where the plural stem shows a long vowel (i.e. *-ē1- or *-œ̅-), the 

strong I-III preterite exhibits a zero-grade ablaut in the plural stem. This morphological difference 

can be ascribed to the ability or inability to apply Osthoff’s Law to the pertinent formations; the 

morphological shape of the strong IV and V preterite plural originating from an acrostatic imperfect 

*CḗR/T- was deviant from the context of Osthoff’s Law, whereas that of the strong I-III correspondence 

*Cḗi̯ /u̯/RT- was liable to it, with the result that the non-lengthened, e-grade form *Cé̯i/u̯/RT- germinated 

in the preterite plural paradigm. The lengthened-grade stem *CḗR/T- survived as the strong IV and 

V preterite, since it afforded a salient contrast to the e-grade present *CéR/T-e/o-, whilst the strong 

I-III equivalent *Cé̯i/u̯/RT- (< *Cḗi/u̯/RT- ) was expelled from the preterite plural conjugation system, for 

there was no conspicuous difference in stem vocalism between it and the thematic present *Cé̯i/u̯/RT-e/o-.

4.   The present work has addressed two questions. One is how PGmc. strong I-III verbs acquired 

their 3 pl. preterite ending *-un (< *-n̥ t), which has so far been left unexplained by either a spontane-

ous loss theory or a morphological confl ation theory that focuses solely on the admixture of a perfect 

with an athematic root aorist morphology. The other is what nature of linguistic mechanism lent a 

hand in establishment of the whole strong I-III preterite system, where the plural constructions were 

characterised by the root in zero grade, outstandingly contrastive to the strong IV and V counterparts 

with the radix in lengthened grade. 

 With reference to the fi rst issue, we should like to claim that the PGmc. morphological makeup of 

the 3 pl. *CiC-un (e.g. *  it-un ‘bit’; strong I), *CuC-un (e.g. *kuz-un ‘chose’, *rut-un ‘lamented’; strong 

II), or *CuRC-un (e.g. *  unđ-un ‘tied’, *wurđ-un ‘became’; strong III) can be traced back to a product 

of the morphological fusion of a resultative perfect (e.g. *ĝe-ĝus-ŕ̥ s ‘they chose’) with an amphikentic 

imperfect (e.g. *rudH-ént ‘they were lamenting’), whereby the earlier 3 pl. imperfect or secondary 

desinence *-ént was adjusted to the *-Ŕ̥T confi guration of the parallel perfect ending *-ŕ̥ s, therefore 

having attained the *- ń̥t shape (> *-un).

Regarding the second problem, the foregoing sections have confi rmed that there were at least two 

distinct morphological admixture schemata to breed a strong preterite formation, one being the fusion 

of a perfect with an amphikinetic imperfect (e.g. (6) and (8)) and the other the merger of a perfect 

with an acrostatic imperfect (e.g. (7) and (9)). Furthermore, it has also been demonstrated that, in 

case two diverse preterite shapes were created (in the plural paradigm) by way of morphological 

confl ation of a perfect with an imperfect, the principle of optimal morphological difference between the 

thematic present and the strong preterite was in operation to winnow out one from the two competing 

conjugational forms. Albeit these devices were equally applicable to the cases of strong I-III preterites 

on the one hand and the cases of strong IV and V preterites on the other, the plural formations were 

characteristically at variance between these two groups of strong preterites. We have made out a case 

that Osthoff’s Law was responsible for the morphological discrepancy in preterite plural between the 

strong I-III and the IV-V classes. A long diphthong stem in the strong I-III preterite plural conjugation, 

such as *ĝḗu̯s- ‘chose’ and *h2sḗu̯t- ‘boiled’, would have been changed into a short diphthong stem 

like *ĝéu̯s- and *h2séu̯t- in virtue of Osthoff’s Law, and the resulting short diphthong morph was not 

suitable for a strong preterite formation since it could not have been marked out sufficiently from 
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the matching present like *ĝéu̯s-e/o- ‘choose(s)’ and *h2séu̯t-e/o- ‘boil(s)’. Consequently, only the zero-

grade alternative such as *ĝus-́ ‘chose’ and *h2sut-́ ‘boiled’ had eventually taken hold in the strong 

I-III preterite plural system.

We have yet to approach a couple of other major problems. One is whether or not the origin and 

development of the PGmc. strong VI and VII preterite formations can also be satisfactorily accounted 

for by means of the same two contrivances that have been assumed for dealing with the pre-history 

of the strong I-V preterite conjugations, namely, the morphological conflation of a reduplicating 

perfect with an imperfect formation and the principle of the optimal morphological difference between 

the thematic present and the strong preterite form. The other is whether or not the morphological 

amalgamation patterns are restricted to the two types as illustrated in the present work, that is, the 

merger of a resultative perfect with an amphikinetic (athematic root) imperfect and the mixture of a 

perfect with an acrostatic (or Narten) imperfect. I would like to treat these issues in depth elsewhere.

Notes

1　The fact is also relevant here that the effects of Verner’s Law are normally observed with the 

strong I-III preterite formations. On this count, Prokosch (1939: 163) makes the following 

observation: “[I]t [= Verner’s Law: T.T.] is remarkably regular in classes I, II, III, but in classes 

V, VI, VII it is either entirely missing, or it appears sporadically and in irregular distribution over 

the tenses. This indicates that the assumed distribution of the accent (root accent in the singular, 

suffi x accent in the plural) is valid only for the fi rst three classes, while the other four classes had 

different accent conditions.”

2   When carrying out a historical and comparative analysis of the present tense formations of PGmc. 

preterite-present verbs, I also employed this designation to refer to the position that a PIE stative 

perfect lost its own reduplication spontaneously during the course of its growth into a PGmc. 

preterite-present verb; see Tanaka (2009a: Chapters 4-6).

3  Not only does Bammesberger (ibid.) contemplate the possibility of ascribing the loss of 

reduplication in strong I-III preterites to the perfect-aorist blending operation, but he also suggests 

another mechanism, where the PGmc. root *swemm- ‘swim’ (created secondarily inside the Gmc. 

branch) formed the perfect *se-zwamm- (strong form) vs. *se-zumm- (weak form) with the effect 

of Verner’s Law, from which the *-e-z- sequence was eliminated in order to retrieve the original 

root initial *sw- or *su- shape (hence, *swam- vs. *sum-). If the *-e-z- had really been dropped from 

the perfect formation *se-zwamm-/se-zumm-, it would have been difficult for the same type of 

syncopation to take place in all the strong I-III preterite formations, since those strong preterites 

with a non-voiceless-fricative initial consonant at a post-Grimm stage were immune from Verner’s 

Law (e.g. *　e-  ait-/  e-  it- ‘bit’).

4   The following two rules of the PGmc. phoneme */e/ belong here (Ringe 2006: 220):

i)  In unstressed syllables PGmc. underlying */e/ was raised to *i unless *r followed immediately.

ii) PGmc. underlying */e/ was also raised to *i if a high front vocalic occurred in the following syl-

lable.
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See also the paradigms adduced in (4) and (5) below.

5   This does not mean that all the aoristic radicals could build a stative perfect in Proto-Indo-

European. Harðarson (1998: p.336 fn.39) attributes PIE ‘perfect-qualifying’ transitive radices to 

those provided with a meaning whose accomplished act can imply a change of state in the subject 

(see also Tanaka 2009a: 217 fn.386). 

6   From the PIE root *reu̯dH- ‘cry, weep’, no perfect or athematic root aorist was derived; see 

LIV (2001: 508). Vedic documents an athematic root present (Class II) rudánti ‘they weep’; cf. 

Macdonell (1910: 337; 1916: 413).

7   From the PIE radix *(s)keu̯d- ‘impel’, no perfect or athematic root aorist was available; see LIV (2001: 

560). Vedic testifi es a thematic present codāmi ‘I impel’ and a parallel injunctive códat ‘he-impel’; cf. 

Macdonell (1910: 320 and 323; 1916: 382) and Gotō (1996: 142).

8   The PGmc. Strong II verb *riut-i-/reut-a- ‘lament’ (pret. sg. *raut-, pl. *rut-) continues into ON rjóta 

‘roar, rattle’, OE rēotan ‘make a noise, lament, wail’, MLG rēten ‘make a noise’, and OHG riozan 

‘weep, howl’; see Orel (2003: 303) and the references cited there.

9   The PGmc. Strong II verb *skiut-i-/skeut-a- ‘shoot’ (pret. sg. *skaut-, pl. *skut-) is inherited by Crim. 

Go. schieten, ON skjóta, OE scēotan, OFris. skiata ‘shoot’, OS skiotan ‘telo sequi’, and OHG skiozan 

‘shoot, throw’; see Orel (2003: 339) and the references cited there.

10 (2) above takes a notably unlikely turn in the supposed reanalysis of a thematic imperfect *skéu̯d-e-t 

‘he was shooting’ as an athematic root aorist *skéu̯d-t ‘he shot’. The case of *réu̯dH-, furthermore, is 

involved in reinterpretation of the originally imperfect *réu̯dH-t ‘he was weeping’ as a new aorist ‘he 

wept’. It is altogether unclear what kind of linguistic factors enabled these changes to take place.

11  For a discourse on the retention of any PIE fi nal *-s in Proto-Germanic, see Boutkan (1995: 43-51).

12  See Ringe’s (2006: 157) remarks, quoted in Tanaka (2009b: p.1 fn.2).

13  The following observation by Jasanoff (1994: 269) would seem to accord with my view provided 

in the present study: “The history of the Germanic verbal system is for the most part a history 

of simplifi cation and regularization. … Germanic merged all three [i.e. the imperfect, the aorist, 

and the perfect: T.T.] into a single category, known simply as the preterite. The preterite and the 

present … were the only tenses in the Proto-Germanic verbal system.”

14 Here as well as (7) below, the pre-laryngeal-loss and pre-Grimm representation of each verb is 

provisionally utilised. The current investigation leaves open the issue of the relative chronology 

between the morphological admixture under scrutiny and the phonological changes (i.e. 

disappearance of the three laryngeals, consonant and vowel shifts, etc.).

15  Here it looks like the original 1 and 2 pl. imperfect formations survived almost as they were (save 

for some minor morphological changes of the endings, mentioned immediately below in the main 

text). However, the case of morphological confl ation giving rise to the present tense formation of 

the preterite-present verb indicates that the resulting 1 and 2 pl. forms (e.g. *đurz-um/uđ ‘we/you 

dare’) were grounded on the reduplicating perfects (e.g. *dhe-dhr̥ s-mé/té ‘we/you are courageous’) 

though their reduplicative syllable was dropped in the course of merger with the unreduplicated 

root prenset middle (e.g. *dhr̥s-médhh2i/dh(u)u̯éi̯ ‘we/you are courageous’); see Tanaka (2009a: 

Chapter 4). Given this evidence, the 1 and 2 pl. forms now at issue may better be interpreted as 

inherited from the original perfect confi gurations, with the proviso that their reduplication was lost 
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on the model of the corresponding imperfect formations.

16  This type of morphological modification of the 3 pl. ending also took place when the present 

tense formation of a preterite-present verb was generated via the morphological mixture of a 

reduplicating perfect with an athematic present middle (i.e. the original athematic root present 

middle termination *-n̥tói̯ changed into *-ń̥t after the -Ŕ̥T fi gure of the 3 pl. perfect desinence); see 

Tanaka (2009a: 86f., 95, et passim).

17 The direct phonological development of those strong II preterite formations from *reu̯dH- 

provided in (6) above would have been sg. 1 *raut, 2 *rauta-đ, 3 *raut, pl. 1 ruta-m, 2 ruta-đ, 3 rut-

un, thus two verbal stems *r(a)ut- and *r(a)uta- having been at hand. By the late PGmc. period, 

however, the simpler alternative *r(a)ut- must have been generalized in this verb.

18 In Jasanoff’s (2003: 160 et passim) terminology, the formation at issue is called a ‘root stative-

intransitive present’, which is supposed to be derived ‘internally’ from an h2e-conjugation aorist. 

The concept of ‘internal derivation’, accredited to Jochem Schindler, refers to a change of the 

accent and ablaut class without being involved in any affixation; see op. cit. p.171 along with 

Fortson (2004: 110) and Tichy (2006: 79).

19  There are some exceptions to this standard, such as *kann- ‘know’, *ann- ‘love, grant’, and *mag̲ - 
‘have power’; for details, see Tanaka (2009a: 122ff.)

20  I regard the preterite-present category in Proto-Germanic as more productive than its counterpart 

in any recorded Gmc. dialects; see Tanaka (2009a: 66f. and 208ff.). From this, however, it does not 

follow that they used to be so prolifi c as strong verbs.

21 As against Jasanoff’s (1998, 2003) analysis of a PIE ‘Type I’ thematic present like *bhér-oh2 ‘I carry’ 

as an autonomous evolution from an acrostatic h2e-conjugation present like *bhér-h2e ‘I am carried, 

carry in my own interest, carry along’ (cf. Tanaka 2009b: 11ff.), Yoshida (2009) has recently 

proposed that the *i̯e/o-present developed the thematic conjugation fi rst, as traceable in the Anat. 

data, thereafter the acrostatic h2e-conjugation present having followed precedent. He also clarifi es 

that the primeval *-o- thematic vowel, proper to the PIE middle, is preserved in the Toch. III (IV) 

present and the Go. mediopassive paradigms as an archaism (2009: 277) (cf. Tanaka 2009b: pp.20f. 

fn.32).

22 My understanding of the genesis of the strong IV and V preterite plural morphology, advanced 

here and in Tanaka (2009b), differs signifi cantly from that of Jasanoff (1994: 273), who holds that 

“[t]he *-ē- of the preterite plural in class IV was borrowed from class V, replacing *-u- (*burum < 

*(bhe)bhr̥ -mé).” A standpoint similar to Jasanoff’s is also put forward by Bammesberger (1986: 

55), Mottausch (2000: 45 and 54), Ringe (2006: 227f.), and Tanaka (2006: 19-21).

23 LIV (2001: 556f. and 711) lists the PIE *(s)ker- ‘cut’ as one of the radicals from which an 

amphikinetic root present was derived. Assuming that LIV’’s classification holds true, it is 

reasonably decided that the PIE amphikinetic present/imperfect underlies the PGmc. strong V 

*skeran ‘cut, shear’, from which ON skera ‘cut, slaughter’, OE sceran, OFris. skera, MLG skeran, 

OHG skeran ‘cut, shear’ were descended; see Orel (2003: 338f.) and the references cited there.

24  LIV (2001: 413f. and 711) includes the PIE *les- ‘collect, gather’ among the radices from which an 

amphikinetic root present was derived (cf. Hit. less-mi ‘gather’). This root lays the groundwork for 

the PGmc. strong V verb *lesan ‘collect, gather’, whose direct descendants are Go. lisan ‘collect’, 
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ON lesa ‘glean, gather, grasp’, OE lesan ‘gather, collect’, OS lesa ‘pick, collect, gather’, and OHG 

lesan ‘gather, read’; see Orel (2003: 241) and the references cited there.

25  The analogous concomitance of *su -un (< *sup-ń̥t) with *swœ̅f-un (< *su̯ḗp-n̥t) ‘they fell asleep, 

were asleep’ was likewise given up, only the latter having been handed down to later periods.

26  A pre-PGmc. *ReC-́ morph may be considered to have developed into a PGmc. *RuC-, allowing for 

the case of a present middle *h2nek̂-n̥tói̯ (→ *h2nek 
̂ -ń̥t) having grown into a preterite-present *nug̲-un (cf. 

OE ge-nugon) ‘they suffi ce, are enough’ in connection with a matching perfect *h2a-h2nek̂-ŕ̥s ‘they have 

attained’ (cf. Tanaka 2006: 16; 2009a: 176ff.).  Alternatively, we might conceive a change of pre-PGmc. 

*R̥C-́ > *uRC- → PGmc. *RuC- (cf. Ringe 2006: 84f.), namely, *l̥s-ń̥t > *ulz-un → *luz-un as well as 

*h2n̥k̂ -ń̥t > *ung̲-un → *nug̲-un.

27 Attested preterite plural forms such as Go. lesun, ON lǫ́so, OE lœ̅son, and OS lāsun support 

reconstitution of PGmc. *lœ̅s-un rather than *lœ̅z-un. The ostensible Verner’s Law alternation 

observable with OHG lārun (sg. las) can be an OHG innovation. For the data, see Seebold (1970: 

p.332, s.v. les-a-).

28  Evidence for the root-initial laryngeal *h2- is furnished by a related Gk. feminine noun ἀϋτμή ‘steam, 

exhalation’ (< *h2sut-méh2-); see Fritz (1993) and LIV (2001: p.285 note 1).

29  Some problems remain as to the 1 and 2 pl. strong preterite forms. (9) has tentatively represented 

the 1 and 2 pl. fi gures in question as *ĝḗu̯s-me, *h2sḗu̯t-me and *ĝḗu̯s-te, *h2sḗu̯t-te. However, given 

the case of the evolution of a preterite-present from the fusion of a perfect with an athematic root 

present middle (cf. fn. 15 above), the 1 and 2 pl. strong preterite constructions engendered may 

have been *ĝus-mé/té and *h2sut-mé/té, i.e. dereduplicated perfect forms. This view entails the 

assumption that, although the morphological difference between the 1/2 and the 3 pl. strong 

preterite (i.e. 1/2 pl. *ĝus-́ , *h2sut-́  vs. 3 pl. *ĝḗu̯s-, *h2sḗu̯t-) subsisted for a shorter period, 

morphological levelling occurred subsequently so that the lengthened-grade stem *ĝḗu̯s- and *h2sḗu̯t- 

spread throughout the preterite plural paradigm. The same qualifi cation is also applicable to the cases 

of strong IV and V preterites diagrammed in (7) above.

30 For recent expositions of the (pre-)PGmc. phonological change dubbed Osthoff’s Law, see Jasanoff 

(1994: 259 and 274) and Ringe (2006: 75ff.).

31  The PGmc. strong II verb *siuþ-i-/seuþ-a- (pret. *sauþ-/suđ-) continues into ON sjóða ‘cook’, OE 

sēoðan, OFris. siātha, MLG seden, OHG siodan ‘seethe’; see Orel (2003: 326) and the references 

cited there.
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